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Sample Template of Papers in Double Column Format for Journal Publication 
  First A. Author, Second B. Author, Jr., Third C. Author* 

aResearch Scholar, Civil Engineering Department, Indian Institute of Engineering Science and Technology, Shibpur P.O. – Botanic Garden, Howrah – 711103, E-mail: supriyogoswami.ju@gmail.com  Second B. Author 
bProfessor, Civil Engineering Department, Indian Institute of Engineering Science and Technology, Shibpur P.O. – Botanic Garden, Howrah – 711103, E-mail: debabrata@civil.iiests.ac.in   Abstract - Write brief abstract in 150 words. Write brief 

abstract in 150 words. Write brief abstract in 150 words. 
Write brief abstract in 150 words. Write brief abstract in 
150 words. Write brief abstract in 150 words. Write brief 
abstract in 150 words. Write brief abstract in 150 words. 
Write brief abstract in 150 words. Write brief abstract in 
150 words. Write brief abstract in 150 words. Write brief  
 Keywords—MBBR; composite wastewater; mathematical modeling; monads’ kinetic; process design.   

1. INTRODUCTION  
Origin and Relevance of the topic related to the conference 
theme. A very brief historical background with important 
milestones has been achieved so far avoiding any 
comprehensive literature review or a summary of the previous 
published results. State the objective of the study. 
 3. MATERIALS & METHODS  Write about the reagents used in the study. Write about the 
reagents used in the study. Write about the reagents used in the 
study. Write about the reagents used in the study. Write about 
the reagents used in the study. Write about the reagents used in 
the study. Write about the reagents used in the study. Write 
about the reagents used in the study. Write about the reagents 
used in the study. Write about the details of sorbent 
preparation method. Write about the details of the analytical 

method. Write about the analytical method. Write about the 
analytical method. Write about the analytical method. Write 
about the analytical method. Write about the analytical 
method. Write about the analytical method. Write about the 
analytical method. Write about the analytical method. Write 
about the analytical method. Write about the experimental 
protocols in this section. Write about the about the 
experimental protocols in this section. Write about the 
experimental protocols in this section. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 Write about experimental results of batch study. Write about 

experimental results of batch study Write about experimental 
results of batch study. Write about experimental results of 
batch study. Write about experimental results of batch study. 
Write about experimental results of batch study. Write about 
experimental results of batch study Write about experimental 
results of batch study. Write about experimental results of 
batch study. Write about experimental results of batch study. 
Write about experimental results of batch study. Write about 
experimental results of batch study Write about experimental 
results of batch study. Write about experimental results of 
batch study. Write about experimental results of batch study. 
Write about experimental results of batch study. Write about 
experimental Figures, Tables and Equations. All figures and 
tables must fit two-column format. It is recommended that 
you can also use one-column whenever it is necessary.  If your 
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table or figure will not fit into two -column, then insert a 
continuous section break before and after the table or figure, 
as described above and define it as one-column.  To make the 
paper read easier you may want to position. 

 TABLE I EXAMPLE OF TABLE  
 

Symbol Quantity SI a 
Maximum 8.8 25280 Minimum 8.3 4345 Average  8.6 11981 Maximum 8.8 25280 Minimum 8.3 4345 Average  8.6 11981 Maximum 8.8 25280 Minimum 8.3 4345    

   5. CONCLUSION The main conclusions are obtained from the experimental 
study results should be presented in a short paragraph. Do not 
include any citations or results in this conclusion section. 
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.  EQUATIONS  

 please submit math equations as editable text and not as 
images. present simple formulae in line with normal text where 
possible and use the solidus (/) instead of a horizontal line for 
small fractional terms, e.g., x/y. in principle, variables are to be 
presented in italics. powers of e are often more conveniently 
denoted by exp. number consecutively any equations that have 
to be displayed separately from the text (if referred to explicitly 
in the text). 
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 An author can use this format for papering their 
manuscript by removing all the text as given 
here.  
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